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ENDPOINT VULNERABILITY

With endpoints increasingly being exploited by malicious 

actors, recent studies show that companies continue to 

struggle with endpoint security. While antivirus protection 

is used by most organizations, it is becoming increasingly 

irrelevant when it comes to actually protecting networks 

from being breached. By design, antivirus softwares are 

reactive and rely on prior threat intelligence. To be truly 

prepared, companies need a proactive solution  that 

provides continuous prevention and detection of zero 

days, malwareless attacks, and ransomware in time to stop 

information theft.

ADVANCED THREAT PREVENTION & DETECTION

In collaboration with leading providers of endpoint security 

solutions, ProActive Risk Management (PARM) enables 

enterprises to close the protection gap against sophisticated 

adversaries by preventing advanced attacks and detecting 

and eliminating resident [or ongoing] attacks. 

As part of 24/7 managed cyber security services or as a self-

managed platform, PARM’s solution helps organizations 

detect, block, and evict advanced threats at the earliest stage 

of the cyber kill chain. PARM puts offense in the enterprise,  

 

delivering uninterrupted protection to critical systems 

through a unique combination of stealth technology, 

multi-stage detection, and precision response. We stop all 

advanced attacks before damage and loss can occur. 

Prevent. Detect. Hunt.

PARM CYBER SOLUTIONS  | ENDPOINT PROTECTION SERVICES

 �Early Prevention

Prevent all compromise including exploits, malware, 
ransomware, and malwareless attacks. 

 � Instant Detection

Stop ongoing attacks at the earliest and all stages of the 
attack life cycle, instantly detecting and stopping privilege 
escalation, defense evasion, malicious persistence, 
credential access, and propagation. 

 �Automated Hunting

Automate the hunt for the next generation of attacks by 
surfacing suspicious artifacts and malicious activity with 
pre-built whitebox analytics and act with precision to 
prevent disruption.
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ENDPOINT SECURITY SERVICES ADVANTAGES

ProActive Risk Management (PARM) is a leading global provider of enterprise risk management 
and security services. By taking an integrated approach to risk management and by recruiting the 
security industry’s top talent, PARM has positioned itself as its clients’ trusted vulnerability partner, 
providing an unmatched level of service based on its patented Five Dimensions of Risk Management.

PA R M
PROACTIVE RISK MANAGEMENT

Earliest Prevention and Accelerated Detection

 � Predictive Exploit Prevention stops attacks in real-time before code execution, including complete 

prevention of zero day exploits.

 � Signature-less Attack Protection instantly identifies 99% of known and unknown malicious files without 

relying on IOCs.

 � Fileless Attack Protection stops malwareless attacks by detecting advanced evasion techniques in 

enterprise endpoints.

 � Ransomware Prevention using behavior-based protections at all phases of attack lifecycle.

Unlimited Scalability with Single, Dissolvable Agent

 � Single, dissolvable agent managed from a single console at enterprise scale.

 � Multi-server management for the world’s largest organizations, supporting unlimited endpoints.

Automated Hunt with Zero Business Disruption

 � Machine learning-powered chatbot provides SOC teams with conversational interface to stop all attacks 

before theft and damage.

 � Whitebox analytics streamlines detection and response workflows to surface suspicious artifacts across 

millions of records in minutes. 

 � Precision response empowers SOC teams to kill processes and suspend threads with zero business disruption.


